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David Reza Aditya A320 060 212. THE MOTIVATION OF “JENSEN 
AMES” TO SURVIVE AND GET THE FREEDOM IN PAUL W.S 
ANDERSON DEATH RACE MOVIE (2008): HUMANISTIC 
PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACH Research Paper. Muhammadiyah 
University of Surakarta. 2011. 
 
The objective study are (1) to analyze Death Race movie based on its 
structural elements, (2) The major problem of this study is the motivation of 
Jensen Ames to survive and get the freedom especially reflected in Paul W.S 
Anderson Death Race (2008) movie. The purpose of the research is to analyze the 
movie based on the structural elements and to analyze the movie based on the 
humanistic psychological perspective.  
The type of the research is qualitative. The primary data source that is used 
by the writer is Death race movie and the script which is written by Paul 
Haslinger. Movie script was taken from a website. The secondary data are taken 
from the other sources which relate to this movie such as biography of the author 
and the other relevant information. The method of collecting data is library 
research whereas the technique for analyzing is descriptive analysis. 
The outcome of the study shows the following conclusions. Firstly, based on 
the structural analysis it indicates that each of narrative and technical element is 
interrelated to each other. Secondly, based on the humanistic psychological 
analysis, there is close relation between the movie production and the underline 
theory which reflect that a person can satisfy his needs to survive and get a 
freedom in this life. From this movie the writer finds the message that a person 
needs hard work to get freedom and never gives up for it. 
 
Keyword: freedom, Death race, Humanistic Psychological Approach.  
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